
Chapter – 4

Jina and Etiben

Summary.

The story of Jina and Etiben is a romantic folk tale of the Ao Nagas. The hills of Ao still ego like
gongs with these immortal story. Jina and Etiben lived in a village called Mopongchuket. Jina was
a poor, good-looking young man. He felt in love with Etiben, who on the other hand, was
beautiful, intelligent and rich.

Their love was rich and pure. However, their relationship was greatly opposed by Etiben’s
parents. Her parents dared Jina to get a dowry of cows and oxen, and told him to hurry before
the beautiful maiden’s hand was another’s. Before Jina could arrange for the dowry, Tenyur, the
rich man’s son  came with the dowry to get Etiben’s hand in marriage. The lovers tried all tricks
in the book, but no play or trick worked for the lovers were left in the lurch.

Etiben went off with the rich Tenyur, her heart pinning for Jina. Jina was ready to do anything to
get Etiben back and make her his own. They were determined to go to any extend to preserve
their love. They met in the fields when Tenyur was away. But, their separate meetings were soon
discovered by Tenyur. One day, after Jina slipped away, Tenyur poured his anger on poor Etiben.
She beat her till she was unconscious. He left her lie among the helpless crops until Jina came to
pick her up. Jina brought Etiben to her parents. Her parents were dumbstruck, when they saw
her condition.

It was a sad sight indeed to see Etiben lay black and blue from the beatings she had from nasty
Tenyur. Jina alone stayed by her side, but Etiben soon died. Overcome by grief, Jina too died to
be with Etiben, never to be separated never to be wrong. When the villagers smoked their
bodies, they watched in silent awe at the two smoke holding hands. The villagers now showered
their glorious singing on the eternal lovers thus united.

Exercise A - 1

a) The mountains of Mopongchuket are compared to shining emerald and sparkling Jade.

b) The hills of Ao echo like gongs and call out even today to follow the jaunty footprints of
eternal lovers.

c) The hills celebrate even today for the eternal love of Jina and Etiben.

d) Jina is called ‘man among men’, ravine-hearted. He was a brave young man, a man with all
virtues, who felt deeply in love with Etiben.

Exercise A – 2

a) ‘They’ refers to the two lovers Etiben and Jina.



b) They are compared to a pair of swans as they were seen together in the valleys and hills
singing songs of an eternal wish of togetherness. Like swans, they too wanted to swim in
love’s tide forever. 

c) Their intend was to get married, to share heart’s bounty and stay together without loosing
each other.

Exercise A – 3

a) Tenyur was a rich man’s son who coveted Etiben.

b) Tenyur brought the dowry of cows and oxen that Etiben’s parents dared Jina to bring in
order to get Etiben’s hand in marriage. Tenyur brought the dowry because he had longed
and desired to marry Etiben. 

c) Jina was heart-broken and in grief on losing his love. He felt sorry for his plight. There was
none to listen to his heart’s pleads.

Exercise A – 4

a) Tenyur was angry.

b) He was angry because he had seen his wife Etiben (who was married to him) and Jina
meeting in the field.

c) He beat Etiben black and blue till she became unconscious and left her among the
helpless crops.

Exercise A – 5

a) The married woman is Etiben.

b) Etiben was unhappy and angry. She felt like a beast that have been separated and caged.
For Etiben, home with Tenyur felt like a cage. She felt so because she has been forced into
marriage with Tenyur. She could never gather the pearls of happiness in the absence of
her lover, Jina.

Exercise A – 6

a) Jina and Etiben were true lovers but Etiben’s parents opposed their love. She was married
to Tenyur, a rich man’s son but still long for her lover Jina. When Tenyur discovered the
secret meetings of Jina and Etiben, he beat her black and blue until she became
unconscious. 

Etiben died from the beatings of Tenyur. Overcome by grief, Jina died too. They never
wanted to be separated in death. The villagers who were aware of their true and pure love
smoked their body together as it was their wish to be together always. 



b) When the villagers smoked the lovers bodies, they watched in silent awe because the two
smokes joined hands rising up high in the air and riding the valleys of peace never to be
separated.

c) Antonym of ‘agony’ – ‘ecstasy’.

Exercise B

1. Etiben’s parents disapproved of the idea of their daughter marrying Jina because he was
poor.

2. Etiben’s parents asked Jina to bring a dowry of cows and oxen if he wanted Etiben’s hand
in marriage. Etiben’s parents were aware that Jina was poor and won’t be able to bring
the dowry. They opposed their love because they wanted Etiben to get married to a rich
man.

3. Tenyur was the son of a rich man who coveted Etiben. He came with a dowry to take
Etiben as hia wife before Jina did. Tenyur, with the conception of Etiben’s parents got
Etiben’s hand in marriage.

4. Etiben loved Jina and wanted to marry him but her parents forced her into marriage with
tenyur. Etiben lived like a bird in the cage after her marriage. Her thought was always
about Jina and she could never gather the pearls of happiness in the absence of her lover.
She tried to meet Jina whenever Tenyur was away .

5. Etiben and Jina met in the fields when Tenyur was not around. Tenyur spied on his wife
and one day they were caught meeting in the fields. When Jina slipped away, Tenyur
poured his anger on Etiben and beat her black and blue until she felt unconscious. He left
her among the helpless crops. Jina along stayed by her side and took care of her. Etiben
felt sick and her condition worsen and finally she died. Overcome by grief, Jina too died.
When the villagers smoked the lovers’ bodies, they witness the smokes rising up in the sky
holding hands in great joy. They realised that the souls of Jina and Etiben had united after
death.

Exercise C, page 66, 67 and 68 - assignment


